**International Virtual Conference on Spirituality, Religion, Irreligion, and Society today [IVC2021SRIS]**

**Join us**

virtually held  
May 21 - 29, 2021  
submission by  
April 25, 2021

**International Virtual Conference on Spirituality, Religion, Irreligion, and Society today [IVC2021SRIS]** is an online platform for global stakeholders to gather, network and discuss on Human Spirituality, Psychology and Sociology of Mental Health, Spiritual Wellness, Religious issues, and any themes related to our actual Society in provocative times. DIALOGO offers a unique, culturally and professionally diverse environment, carefully designed to foster personal and professional growth.

This conference: gathers scholars, policy makers, professionals and NGOs representatives and is open to any and all gender, religion, race and beliefs as our diversity in perspective is what helps broaden our knowledge, understanding and actions on the subject at hand.

**Conference Panels:**

- **Spiritual Wellness**  
  Nurturing your soul is as, if not more, important for your well-being as nourishing your body

- **Religious, Spiritual, or Irreligious?**  
  Long time developing together as the human endeavor in the spiritual realm, they both grew in separate ways, with different target and purposes

- **Religion in the Age of Coronavirus**  
  Covid-19 pandemic challenged all religious leadership to take measures pro or con their beliefs, practices and traditions with unspeakable effects

- **Society under changes**  
  Today’s social fabric is a realm of important changes and movements. Are the multiple social problems been ameliorated by the spiritual-religious reality or on the contrary?

**Topics of interest for submission include, but are not limited to:**


**Who should attend IVC2021SRS?**

Scholars ◊ Academia ◊ Theologians ◊ Researchers ◊ Policy makers ◊ Professionals ◊ Spiritual leaders ◊ Advanced students ◊ NGOs

**What can you expect at the IVC2021SRS?**

Multicultural environment ◊ Inspiring speakers ◊ Dynamic panel discussions ◊ Access to all panels at the same time ◊ All age and gender ◊ Meaningful and long-lasting connections ◊ Saving time, money for there is no traveling, accommodation, or changing schedule ◊ Safe Covid-19-free meeting

**CALL for PAPERS and APPLICATIONS is open**

APPLY NOW & SUBSCRIBE